MGI is a UK based, premium glazing
contractor. Specialising in a diverse range
of glazing systems for the luxury market.
After many years in the industry, we have
perfected our knowledge and attention to
design and detail to create amazing glazing
solutions. Working closely with prestigious
designers and architects we offer
exceptional project management and
installation skills. Finding the correct
systems to suit your project is our
speciality, bringing your ideas to life.
We pride ourselves on efficiency. Offering
a wide range of glazing solutions such as
Sliding doors, Rooflights, Windows,
Balustrades and Steel systems just to name
a few.
MGI has a proven history
working on high-end
projects with challenging
requirements, with works
being recognised
throughout the South East.

FIND US HERE
CREATING INNOVATIVE
GLAZING SOLUTIONS
DETAILED BY DESIGN

Unit Three, One Eastfields Avenue, London,
SW18 1FQ
Office: 0203 9717400

Mobile: 07885 843852
mark@mgiuk.co.uk

MGI are proud to say we are the lead UK
ambassadors for the HYLINE brand. Originally
founded in Portugal, the now global company,
operates in over 23 countries, fabricating and
distributing the highest quality glazing products.
With the brand winning many recognised
awards around the world it has quickly emerged
as one of the leading glazing suppliers around
the globe. HYLINE projects have the
characteristics of being highly sophisticated. All
of them being robust, versatile, elegant projects,
that transmit to the attentive eye.
HYLINE create many different systems, focusing
on minimalism, including sliding doors, fixed
glazing and pivot doors just to name a few. Each
can be specially designed to your project. This
prestigious brand offers excellent thermal and
acoustic performances. Each systems was
developed with sophistication and attention to
detail in mind throughout.
MGI is immensely
honoured to bring this
respected brand to the
UK market.

AN EXCEPTIONAL
VISUAL EXPERIENCE
PERFECTLY ADAPTED
TO PREMIUM MARKET

HYLINE has created a wide
range of systems, each
designed with immense detail.
They have different qualities to
suit specific projects, large or
small. Having the ability to
create premium quality and
stylish frame solutions.
Each system was created by a
individual team of aluminium
experts with years of
experience. These professional
designers have expert
knowledge, which makes
HYLINE projects a benchmark
in the glazing industry.

HYLINE systems have a set of
specifications that are important for
quality work at a high level of demand.
For perfect framing systems, details
make a big difference. A key feature of
HYLINE products are ground breaking
details which are not included in most
the market and details which are
exclusive to HYLINE products only.
At MGI we understand that not every
project is unique in its requirements. By
the usage of HYLINE systems you are
able to achieve a common theme with
performance levels, but a very
individual theme in designs and finishes.
Making your project individual. Things
can be made to suit your taste and style,
such as frame colour and finishes.

HYLINE systems have a wide variety of
features which make their products a
key figure within the market. Here are
just a few of the characteristics each
system can bring to your project.

LARGE GLASS SURFACES
Large glass surfaces, with capacity up
to 6m in height, totalling up to 18m².
It is possible to move up to 1000 kg
of window with a simple touch.

INTEGRATED FLOOR SYSTEM
The HYLINE System allows different types of
finishing's for the rims of pavement. It is
possible to use the same finishing throughout
the whole area where it is inserted.

MULTI-POINT LOCKING SYSTEM
Option to lock with key on the
wall. Invisible aluminium frame

The HYLINE systems available are:

HY30
HY40
HYPI
HYGUI
HYWIN

ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCK
Possible integration of an electromagnetic
lock for better security and control.

TYPES OF OPENINGS
Possibility of Monorail, Birail, trirail or
unlimited. Corner opening and center
opening.

AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS
Screens that can be electrically operated. High
quality system without obligatory maintenance

MGI (UK) LTD
GLASS DOORS
Below is a selection of MGI projects featuring efficient glass door systems.

At MGI we offer a diverse range of contemporary
glass door systems. Our range includes Sliding,
Guillotine, Folding Sliding, Pivoting and Standard
Casement. As well as providing a wide range of
luxury options in design, we also offer a broad
range of premium system houses too. Including
HYLINE, Schuco, Sunvista. Given the flexibility of
our business, we are not only exclusive to these
systems, many more can be quoted for upon
request. Each project has its own ideal
requirements, we believe with our varied range
of products available we will be able to assist
clients in achieving their ideal glazing solutions.
Sliding systems have become a staple feature
and one we specialise in. With a minimalistic
frame, allowing the frame to go unnoticed and
views to be unobstructed. We can achieve as low
as 18mm sightlines on our selected sliding
systems. Effortless sliding is ensured by expertly
designed mechanisms, allowing glass upwards of
500kg to be moved with ease.
With natural light
becoming a luxury In
modern architectural
plans. Minimal systems
are the ideal solution.

We have valuable knowledge and experience working with many different
systems withing the market. Whether this be technical information , or the
installation of the product. Offering a wide range of well known systems,
each can be suited to match our clients project budgets. Having items located
throughout the market allows us to broaden our client range.

FOLDING SLIDING DOORS

PERFECTLY MINIMALISTIC
ARCHITECTURE
FOR UNOBSTRUCTURED
VIEWS

One amazing alternate option to Sliding doors would be
Folding Sliding doors. Although they have larger sightlines;
they allow up to 90% of the elevation to be opened up.
They can be designed in a variety of configurations: such
as Bi-parting and Corner opening. We aim to provide
various options to our clients during quotations. This gives
them opportunity to choose a system most suited to their
budget and project.

MGI (UK) LTD
STEEL

Below is a selection of MGI projects featuring elegant Steel systems.

Steel systems are quickly becoming one of
the most popular glazing solutions.
Whether it be internal to provide a luxury
divider between rooms, or a external
feature to a project. It can be made for a
door or even a fixed panel too, perfect for
high end developments due to its modern
design. It’s a flexible system which can be
customized in partnership with the style of
the client. Such as having vertical or
horizontal steel transom bars, to create
different shapes within the system. W20 is
designed for luxury residential or
commercial spaces, each system being
carefully hand-made and welded for
supreme quality. With this system there is
a lot of room for the client to find the
specific style suited to their individual
project.
We also understand at
MGI that certain values
much be achieved during
many projects. Using our
knowledgeable team, any
values required will
always be met. Such as
thermal performances or
fire ratings.

W20 systems combine tastefulness with
unmatched strength; creating slim profiles without
affecting performance. This fantastic heritage
system has been on the market for over 100 years.
Epitomising a sleek style in the current market.

What Can We Offer You?

FAR FROM YOUR TYPICAL
GLAZING SOLUTION
PERFECT FOR THE
INDUSTRIAL LOOK

Our priority at MGI is to tailor our clients budgets and
design requirements for their individual projects.
Having this in mind we offer a wide range of steel
systems, each with its own positive elements. All
holding excellent thermal and acoustic values. Systems
we offer include Forster Fuego, Jansen Arte, RP Technik
and many more. For other enquiries for any other
system please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Aluminium vs Steel?
Aluminium framed glazing has entered the
glazing market in recent years, providing a
fantastic alternative to Steel systems. Being
both effective and affordable, aluminium
frames have the ability to be designed to match
the heritage look of W20 Steel whilst holding
better thermal performances
Aluminium is a more cost effective solution for
most, whilst having very little difference in
appearance. Adding glazing bars can mimic the steel
style, which can be applied in many unique ways.
Such as vertical, horizontal and even diagonally.
We also provide many
Aluminium systems for a
Steel look. Cost effective
quotations cant be made.

MGI (UK) LTD
WINDOW SYSTEMS
Below is a selection of MGI projects featuring a selection of window systems.

At MGI we provide a fantastic range of
contemporary and stylish window systems.
We have little confines when it comes to size
and shape to suit architectural design.
Frameless windows are possible at MGI,
combining expert design with efficient and
experienced installation. These windows
provide picturesque views, while holding
amazing thermal values. Aluminium windows
are mostly used to achieve a modern
architects plans. Minimal is the latest deign
trend, we provide slim aluminium window
profiles which can be configured to the size
and shapes required by the client. Whether
you require a large or a small opening.
Numerous operation types are available too.
Steel windows can also be used. In a similar
way to aluminium.
Choosing the correct window type is
important, it must match the architecture of
the project. Here at MGI
we can give expert
assistance and advice
to clients on what type
of window or any
glazing solution to use
in their spaces.

COUNTLESS
CONFIGURATIONS
KEEPING UP WITH DESIGN
TRENDS

Which Types Of Window Systems Does MGI Offer?
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Casement Windows
Fixed Windows
Shaped Windows
Tilt Turn Windows
Oriel Windows
Hidden Sash Windows
Steel Windows
Aluminium Windows
Top/Side/Bottom Hung Windows
Middle Pivot Windows

MGI (UK) LTD
ROOF GLAZING
Below is a selection of MGI projects featuring unique roof glazing.

Roof glazing can bring an abundance of
advantages to any project. Providing a plethora
of natural light to fill the internal space. We offer
a range of over-head glazing. Such as Rooflights,
Fixed or openable which can be operated
manually or electrically. As well as Structural
glass roofs and Walk on floors. Whether its
wanted to add natural light to the room or
provide access, we will have a solution to suit the
projects characteristics. All glass used for our
Rooflights/Walk on floors are back painted to
ensure no fixings are seen. Allowing a picture
perfect view. Any shape can be achieved, this
can create unique architecture adding to a
contemporary look.
At MGI, solar control glass is supplied as
standard to all our Rooflights. Allowing a
regulation of temperatures depending on the
season. Energy savings can be made through
thermal insulation the glass guarantees.
A 5% minimum roof pitch is
preferred. This is to help
prevent water ponding and
glass staining. An additional
coating can be applied to
glass too to assist water
from running off.

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT
FLEXIBLE TO SUIT ANY
STYLE & TASTE

Why Should I Consider Roof Glazing?
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Allows natural light to fill the room
Improves ventilation
Becomes a feature of a project
Control of internal temperatures
Provides further outdoor access
Excellent safety and security
Limitless design possibilities
Fantastic thermal & acoustic values
Rarely requires planning permission
Can add equity to your home

Above is a perfect example of Bespoke steel fin
construction. They have multitude of functions. One
being to support glass with over 1900mm depth.
They also provide a traditional look used to match
the style of a project, and the glazing used. For
example, our London venture above required us to
supply and install W20 Steel systems throughout
the house. We proposed to the client to use these
steel fins to match the heritage style of the W20.
They loved the idea and went ahead with it. Shaped
glass was also used as the endpoint. Proving there is
little boundaries with the design available.

MGI (UK) LTD
STRUCTURAL
GLASS ASSEMBLYS

Structural Glass has the ability to create
innovative possibilities. It frameless feature
removes certain constraints that usually occur.
Their bespoke design allows them to be unique
to each project, adhering to the clients
requirements. Whether it be Glass walls to
maximise the view, Walk on floors to expand the
room, or even Oriel windows to create a
peaceful sanctuary; the possibilities are endless.
These glazing solutions have become popular
due its minimalism and frameless design.
Working with our talented designers we are able
to create amazing structural glass assemblies to
let your development reach its full potential.
Frameless glass walk on floors are an
incredible way to allow natural light to fill
basements are lower floors. Whilst having a
contemporary look these durable systems are
an excellent way to provide vision between
floors. They can be installed as one panel, or
as many required.

MGI’S EXPERT TEAM

CONTINUOUS VIEWS
CREATING BESPOKE
DESIGNS

MGI’s installation team have years of
experience between them within the glazing
industry. Working day in day out with a variety
of different systems. Their broad and valuable
knowledge of the installation of our products
allows for efficient work where attention to
detail is at the forefront. Always bringing
professionalism to the project, they have
outstanding communication skills as reported
by clients. A key part of the MGI name.

MGI (UK) LTD
OUR RESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS

Introducing this stunning project located in
Wimbledon, London. As you can see this
development was designed with luxury in
mind. The architect, Duncan Foster made sure
the important glass features of the property
was supplied and installed by MGI. This
fantastic family home required a large variety
of our glazing, from Bespoke rooflights and
canopies to bolted Juliet balustrades around
the home. One key feature was excited to
complete was our stepped and shaped
assembly, which can be seen in most the
pictures. This item is highly unique, which
suited the vision for the project. The
incorporation of large Sliding doors was vital
to this home, in order to provide a wonderful
view to the garden area. We supplied a
Schuco bespoke Sliding door. This minimal
system is a tried and tested product, which
has a reliable name within the industry. A
number of Schuco systems was also used
within the project too.
For any enquires about
this specific project,
please do not hesitate
to get in touch.

INTERGRATING STUNNING
ARCHITECTURE
WITH AMAZING GLAZING
SOLUTIONS

Architect: Duncan Foster

Working closely with the very experienced
architect Duncan Foster; on this project was
helpful in producing this stunning homes glazing.
We know what incredible architecture Duncan
can create which incorporates our glazing. As
you can see with this project the works we
provided was a huge feature in this clients home,
transforming it into a wonderful location.

MGI (UK) LTD
OUR
OURRESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS
PROJECTS

This is a project we thoroughly enjoyed
completing. This fantastic family home located
in Fulham, London required a wide range of
glazing solutions. We supplied and installed
two of our minimal sliding door systems, a
number of Glass Balustrades and a impressive
bespoke Rooflight. As you can see the addition
of all these items provided a seamless look to
their home, with little boundaries.
At MGI we strive for perfection in every project
we do, from design and detailing, all the way to
the installation and completion. Here we look
back at a finished home. As you can see the
minimal system provides an abundance of
natural light to flood the kitchen area, creating
the most amazing living space for this family to
enjoy. Helping to provide luxurious builds for
our clients is what motivates us to provide the
best services possible.
For any enquires about
this specific project,
please do not hesitate
to get in touch.

CREATING GROUND
BREAKING SPACES
ENDLESS POSSIBLITIES

Architect: EMR Architecture

This works, Chesilton road, SW6 was
overseen by architect EMR Architecture. A
person we found professional and a real key
figure in confirming this works success.
Every detail had to be spot on to ensure this
job went exactly as planned. Through
extensive planning and design we were able
to complete the project as agreed with the
client. Overall a real success and one we are
happy to share.

MGI (UK) LTD
OUR
OURRESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS
PROJECTS

Here we move onto one of our most
impressive projects. Located in Beaconsfield,
Buckinghamshire. As you can tell, the glazing
of this magnificent home was a main feature
in the architects design. In order to make this
happen our designers had to conform the
perfect step by step plan. Schuco FE50 SG
curtain wall was used to create the amazing
glass structures to the rear of the new build, a
reliable and efficient system. Many different
glazing solution were used to complete this
project, such as a glass walk on floor which
allows the client to see right through to the
basement, providing natural light to fill the
room. We also used SUNVISTA for the minimal
sliding doors on the project, an excellent
system which provides only 19mm Sightlines,
creating little boundaries.
The architectural design on this home makes it
really unique. The in cooperation of a
tremendous Japanese
river surrounding the
property encompasses
Japanese architecture,
with a British touch.

MAKING UNIQUE
LIVING SPACES
NEITHER PROJECT IS
THE SAME

Architect: Clive Baldwin: Building Design

Working closely with Clive Baldwin architects, we
wanted to ensure the full requirements of the client
was met for this stunning family home. One key
feature that was needed to be met was that a
tremendous amount of natural light would fill the
home. By creating floor to ceiling glass structures on
the rear of this new build we was able to make this
happen. The inclusion of these huge glass panels also
allowed the owners a panoramic view of the beautiful
countryside surrounding the project.

MGI (UK) LTD
OUR COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS

Over many years MGI has carried out a
number of large commercial projects. We
understand the requirement and
regulations needed to undergo these
developments. Our valuable knowledge
and experience in working In these
environments gives us guidance in
completing things efficiently. Working
closely with our technical designers we
ensure detailed drawings containing all the
necessary information is given to architects
prior reaching next steps.
We employee only the most competent
and trusted workforce. Each with years of
experience within glazing industry. This
guarantees efficient install times to the
highest quality. Our installers have
excellent communication skills so they can
liaison with builders/management to
ensure dates are met.

OUTSTANDING
PROJECT MANAGMENT
EFFICIENT
INSTALLATION TEAM

MGI is an independent glazing
contractor, meaning we have access to
a wide range of system suppliers. Our
valuable knowledge allows us to tailor
the system used to match architectural
design. This can be a certain U Value or
acoustic performance that much be
achieved through out the project.
Design may be a certain characteristic
that must be achieved, as well as sizes.
If any of these specifications are
required on a project we are capable of
providing beneficial advice on what
systems to use to suit.

Above we have an example of a recent commercial
project completed by MGI. Located in Brentford,
London. We was asked to supply and install Schuco
AWS & ADS 70 HI on two separate buildings. An
additional floor was added to a previous commercial
building in. The window and doors were for penthouse
apartments looking over the city. This required
extensive planning and design in order to meet our
deadlines. Access to this location was difficult , MGI
coordinated a logistics plan using craneage and
mechanical lifting; ensuring completion dates was met.
A special specification of glass was used to match the
existing glazing. The flats turned out amazing with out
Schuco systems providing reliable and efficient access
points.

MGI (UK) LTD
SHOWROOM

During 2019 MGI decided to explore a new
venture. We made the decision to build
and run a brand new showroom. We made
this decision to provide a more personal
experience with our clients where they
could come and use our products first
hand, and also gain some valuable insight
from our professional staff. We had the
ability to display a variety of systems within
our showroom to give the client the most
broad idea of the glazing market.
After a lot of hard work, we can finally say
how proud we are of the finished work
environment we have created. Situated in
a prime location with beautiful
architecture. It’s a place we are extremely
excited to share with our existing and also
new clients. It provides the premium image
our company represents.

For any enquiries regarding systems located in our showroom, or
any other general queries, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND US?
Unit Three, One Eastfields Avenue
London, SW18 1FQ

VALUABLE INDUSTRY
KNOWLEDGE ANYTIME
CALL TO BOOK AN
APPOINTMENT

HOW CAN I VISIT YOU?
To visit the showroom please call or email us prior to book an appointment,
to provide you with the best experience possible.
Office: 0203 9717400
Mobile: 07885 843852

Email: mark@mgiuk.co.uk
Email: zac@mgiuk.co.uk

